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Abstract  

 In this paper, the new kind of parameter Regular total semi - µstrong (weak) edge 

domination number in an intuitionisticfuzzy graph is defined and established the parametric 

conditions. Another new kind of parameter anequitable regulartotalsemi - µ strong (weak) edge 

domination number is defined and established the parametric conditions. The properties of 

Regulartotalsemi - µ strong (weak) edge domination number and an equitable regulartotalsemi - 

µ strong (weak) edge domination number domination number are discussed. 

Keywords: Dominating set, total semi - µstrong (weak) edge domination set, Regular total semi 

- µstrong (weak) edge domination set, equitable regulartotalsemi - µ strong (weak) edge 

dominationset, equitable regular totalsemi - µ strong (weak) edge dominationnumber. 

Introduction  

The concept of  fuzzy graph was proposed by kaufmann, from the fuzzy relations introduced 

by Zadeh[11].  Although, In 1975, Rosenfeld[10] introduced another elaborated concept, 

including fuzzy vertex and fuzzy edges and several fuzzy analogues of graph theoretic concepts 

such as paths, cycles, connectedness and etc.  In the year 1998, the concept of domination in 

fuzzy graphs was investigated by A. Somasundaram, S.Somasundaram[9].  In the year, 2004 

A.Somasundaram investigated the concepts of domination in fuzzy graph - II . In the year 2003, 

A.Nagoor Gani and M. Basheer Ahamed[5] investigated Order and Size in fuzzy graph. In the 

year 2014, Dharmalingam.K.M and Rani.M.[2][3], investigated the concepts of Equitable 

Domination in Fuzzy graphs. In the year 1991, Kulli, V. R and Patwari. D. K[6] investigated the 

concepts of On the total edge domination number of a graph  In the year 2008, A.Nagoor Gani 
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and prasanna devi[8] proposed Edge domination and independence in fuzzy graph.  In 2010,  

C.Natarajan and S.K. Ayyasamy[1] introduced On strong (weak) domination in fuzzy graph. In 

2012, P.J.Jayalakshmi et.al introduced total strong (weak) domination in fuzzy graph[4].  In this 

paper we introduced Totals strong (weak) domination in fuzzy graph and some parametric 

conditions are established as a new concept. 
 

Mathematical Classification: 03E72, 05C69,05C72, 05C76. 

I Basic Definitions 

In this section, Some basic definitions are discussed. 

1.1 Definition 

Let G = (V, E) be an intuitionistic fuzzy graph (IFG) where V={v1,v2,…,vn}. Then, 

i. µ1 : V  [ 0 , 1 ] and  1 : V  [ 0 , 1 ] respectively denote the degree of membership 

and non-membership of the element viV and 1)()(0 11  ii vv   for every viV. 

ii. E  V  V where µ2:V  V  [0,1] and 2:V  V  [0,1] are such that                     

)}(),(max{),()},(),(min{),( 112112 jijijiji vvvvvvvv   and 

1),(),(0 22  jiji vvvv   for every (vi,vj)E. 

1. 2 Definition 

An IFG H = (V,E) is said to be an intuitionistic fuzzy subgraph of G = (V,E) if V V 

and E E. That is 1i’ 1i ,  2i’ 2i and 1ij’1ij,  2ij’ 2ij, for every i,j =1,2,…,.n. 

1. 3 Definition 

 An arc (vi,vj) of an IFG.  G is called an strong arc if 

)(vγ)(vγ)v,(vγand)(vμ)(vμ)v,(vμ j1i1ji2j1i1ji2  . 

1. 4 Definition 

 Let G = (V, E) be an IFG.  Then the cardinality of G is defined to be 
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1. 5 Definition 
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 The  fuzzy vertex cardinality O(G) of G is defined 

by  
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1. 6 Definition 

The fuzzy edge cardinality S(G) of G is defined 

by  
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))v,(vγ)v,(vμ(1
|E|  for all (vi, vj)  E. The fuzzy vertex cardinality 

of an intuitionistic fuzzy graph is called the order of G and it is denoted by O(G). The fuzzy 

cardinality of the edges in G is called the size of G and it is denoted by S(G). 

1. 7 Definition 

The degree of a vertex v in an IFG, G = (V,E) is defined to be the sum of the weights of 

the effective edges incident at v. It is denoted by dG(v). 

The minimum degree of G is (G) = min {dG(v)|vV}. 

The maximum degree of G is (G) = max {dG(v)|vV} 

1.8 Definition 

 The degree of a vertex v in an IFG G = (V, E) is defined to be sum of the weights of the 

strong edges incident at v.  It is denoted by W(G). 

1.9 Definition 

A subset D of V is called a dominating set in an IFG G if for every v V ̶ D , there 

exists uD such that u dominates v.  

1.10 Definition 

 A dominating set D of an IFG is said to be minimal dominating set if no proper subset 

of D is a dominating set. 

1.11 Definition 

 A subset Te of E is said to be an edge dominating set in an IFG G if for every edge in  

E – Te is adjacent to atleast one effective edge in Te. 
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1.12 Definition 

 A subset Te of E is said to be an edge total dominating set in G if for every edge in E – 

Te is adjacent to atleast one effective edge in Te.  

1.13 Definition 

 A total strong (weak) dominating set Te of an intuitionistic fuzzy graph G is called 

minimal total strong (weak) edge dominating set of G if there does not exist any total strong 

(weak) edge dominating set of G, whose cardinality is less than the cardinality of Te. 

1.14 Definition 

 Let G be an intuitionistic fuzzy graph.  The neighbourhood of an edge ei in E is defined 

by N(ei) = { ej E / ei& ej are adjacent and effective edges}. The scalar cardinality of N(ei) is the 

neighbourhood edge of ei which is denoted by dN(ei). 

1.15 Definition 

The effective edge of ei is the sum of the membership value of the effective edge incident on ei, 

denoted by dE(ei). 

1.16 Definition 

 Let ei and ej be any two edges of a fuzzy graph G.  Then the edge ei totally strong 

dominates the edge ej (the edge ej totally weak dominates the edge ei) if  

 i  )(ed)(ed jNiN   

 ii   every edge in G dominates ei. 

1.17 Definition 

 Let G be an intuitionistic fuzzy graph.  The edge set Te is said to be a total edge 

dominating set if for every edge in G dominates atleast one edge of Te. 

1.18 Definition 

 Let G be a fuzzy graph.  The edge set Te is said to be total strong (weak) edge 

dominating set of G if  

 i )(ed)(ed jNiN   for all ei Te, ej ei - Te 

 ii Te is a total edge dominating set.  
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1.19 Theorem 

 In an IFG, )()()( GSGOGW TeTeTe   

Proof 

Let G be an intuitionistic fuzzy graph.  Sum of fuzzy vertex cardinality of an intuitionistic 

fuzzy graph but need not be a minimum of weighted total strong (weak) edge domination IFG of 

G.   Therefore, )()( GOGW TeTe  .  )(GSTe  be a  size of total strong (weak) edge dominating set 

but need not be a minimum of sum of fuzzy vertex cardinality of total strong (weak) edge 

dominating set, then )()( GSGO TeTe  . 

Hence , )()()( GSGOGW TeTeTe  . 

1.20 Theorem 

 In an IFG, )()()( GGGW TeTeTe    

Proof 

Let G be an intuitionistic fuzzy graph.  )(GTe  is a minimum degree of total strong 

(weak) edge domination of IFG but need not be a minimum of weighted total strong (weak) edge 

domination in IFG, then  (G)δ(G)W TeTe  .  (G)ΔTe  is a maximum degree of total strong (weak) 

edge domination of IFG but need not minimum of minimum degree of total strong (weak) edge 

domination of IFG.  Therefore, (G)Δ(G)δ TeTe  .   

Hence , (G)Δ(G)δ(G)W TeTeTe  . 

II Regular total semi - µ strong (weak) edge dominating set of an IFG 

In this section, Regular totalsemi - µ strong (weak) edge dominating number of an 

intuitionistic fuzzy graph is introduced and its parametric conditions are established. 

2.1 Definition 

 A total semi - µ strong (weak) edge dominating set eRT of a graph G is a regular total 

semi - µ strong (weak) edge dominating set if all the edges have same degree. 

2.2 Definition 
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 A regular total semi - µ strong (weak) edge dominating set eRT  of a intuitionistic fuzzy 

graph G is called minimal regular total semi - µ strong (weak) edge dominating set of G, if 

there does not exist any regular total semi - µ strong (weak) edge dominating set of G, whose 

cardinality is less than the cardinality of eRT . 

2.3 Definition 

 The minimum fuzzy cardinality among all minimal regular total semi - µ strong (weak)  

edge dominating set is called regular total semi - µ strong (weak)  edge dominating set and its 

regular total semi - µ strong (weak) edge domination number is denoted by (G)γeRT
. 

2.4 Theorem 

 Let G be an IFG.  In an IFG, qpG )(γeRT
 

Proof 

 Let G be an IFG.  
eRTγ be a regular total semi - µ strong (weak) edge domination number 

of an IFG. p be a sum of fuzzy vertex cardinality of an IFG G but need be a minimum of a 

regular total semi - µ strong (weak) edge domination number of an IFG.  
eRTγ be a regular total 

semi - µ strong (weak) edge domination number of an IFG is less than or equal to sum of fuzzy 

vertex cardinality of an IFG.  That is,  pG )(γeRT
.  q be a sum of fuzzy edge cardinality of a 

regular total semi - µ strong (weak) edge domination of an IFG but need not be a minimum of 

sum of fuzzy vertex cardinality of a regular total semi - µ strong (weak) edge domination of an 

IFG of G.  Then, sum of fuzzy vertex cardinality is less than or equal to sum of edge cardinality 

of a regular total semi - µ strong (weak) edge domination of an IFG G.  That is, qp  .   Hence, 

qpG )(γeRT
. 

2.5 Theorem 

 Let G be an IFG.  In an IFG of G, )()()( GSGOGW eRTeRTeRT 
  

Proof 

Let G be an IFG.  
eRTγ be a regular total semi - µ strong (weak) edge domination number 

of an IFG.   
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 )(GOeRT
be an order of a regular total semi - µ strong (weak) edge domination of an IFG 

of G but need not be a minimum of a weighted regular total semi - µ strong (weak) edge 

domination of an IFG.  Then, weighted regular total semi - µ strong (weak) edge domination of 

an IFG of G is less than or equal to order of an IFG.  That is, )()( GOGW eRTeRT 
 .  )(GSeRT

be 

a size of a regular total semi - µ strong (weak) edge domination of an IFG but need not be a 

minimum of an order of an edge IFG of G.  Then, an order of a regular total semi - µ strong 

(weak) edge domination of an IFG is less than or equal to size of an edge IFG.  That is, 

)()( GSGO eRTeRT 
 .  Hence, )()()( GSGOGW eRTeRTeRT 

 . 

2.6 Theorem 

 Let G be an IFG.  For an IFG,
2

)(
qp

GeRT





  

Proof 

 Let G be an IFG.  
eRTγ be a regular total semi - µ strong (weak) edge domination number 

of an IFG.  Let p be a sum of fuzzy vertex cardinality of an IFG G. Let q be a sum of fuzzy edge 

cardinality of an IFG G.   

2

qp
be a fuzzy vertices but need not be a maximum of a regular total semi - µ strong 

(weak) edge domination number of an IFG of G.  Then, a regular total semi - µ strong (weak) 

edge domination number of an IFG of G is greater than or equal to 
2

qp
fuzzy vertices.  Hence, 

2
)(

qp
GeRT





  

2.7 Example  

Let G be a fuzzy graph.  Let 
TeRγ  be a regular total strong (weak) edge domination 

number of G.
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RTe = {1,3,5,7}, E – RTe = {2,4,6,8,9,10,11,12}, p = 4.2, q = 5.2, 1.8(G)γ
TeR   

1.6 (G)δ,8.1(G)Δ eNeN  , |p – q| = |-1| = 1, 2.6,(G)δp,4.2(G)Δp eNeN   

3.6.(G)δq,4.3(G)Δq eNeN   

III Equitable regular total semi - µ strong (weak) edge domination in an IFG 

In this section, Equitableregular totalsemi - µ strong (weak) edge dominating number of 

an intuitionistic fuzzy graph is introduced and its parametric conditions are established. 

3.1 Definition 

 A  regular total semi - µ strong (weak) edge dominating set eERT of a graph G is an 

equitable regular total semi - µ strong (weak) edge dominating set if    

i. | deg(ERTµ) – deg(V-ERTµ) | ≤  1 and  

ii. µ(u,v)  ≤  min{(u),(v)}. 

3.2 Definition 

 A equitable regular total semi - µ strong (weak) edge dominating set eERT  of a 

intuitionistic fuzzy graph G is called minimal equitable regular total semi - µ strong (weak) 

edge dominating set of G, if there does not exist any equitable regular total semi - µ strong 

(weak) edge dominating set of G, whose cardinality is less than the cardinality of eERT . 
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3.3 Definition 

 The minimum fuzzy cardinality among all minimal equitable regular total semi - µ strong 

(weak)  edge dominating set is called equitable regular total semi - µ strong (weak)  edge 

dominating set and its equitable regular total semi - µ strong (weak) edge domination number is 

denoted by (G)γeERT
. 

3.4 Theorem 

 For an intuitionistic fuzzy graph, (G)δq(G)Δp(G)γ )e()e(eERT 
  

Proof 

 Let G be a fuzzy graph. Let (G)γeERT
 be an equitable regular total semi - µ strong 

(weak) edge domination number of G. 

 p - )e(Δ  be a fuzzy vertices but need not be a minimum of an equitable regular total semi 

- µ strong (weak) edge domination number of G.  Then, an equitable regular total semi - µ strong 

(weak) edge domination number of G is less than or equal to             p - )e(Δ  . That is, 

(G)Δp(G)γ )e(eERT 
 . q - )e( be a fuzzy vertices but need not be a minimum of  p - )e(Δ 

fuzzy vertices.    p - )e(Δ  fuzzy vertices is less than or equal to q - )e( . Therefore, 

(G)δq(G)Δp )e()e(   .  

Hence, (G)δp(G)Δp(G)γ )e()e(eRT 
 . 

3.5 Theorem 

 For an intuitionistic fuzzy graph, (G)δq(G)Δp(G)γ )e()e(eERT 
  

Proof 

 Let G be a fuzzy graph. Let (G)γeRT
 be a regular total strong (weak) edge domination 

number of G. 

 q - )e(Δ  be a fuzzy vertices but need not be a minimum of regular total strong (weak) 

edge domination number of G.  Then, a regular total strong (weak) edge domination number of G 
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is less than or equal to q - )e(Δ  . That is, (G)Δq(G)γ )e(eRT 
 .  q - )e(δ  be a fuzzy vertices 

but need not be a minimum of  q - )e(Δ  fuzzy vertices. q - )e(Δ  fuzzy vertices is less than or 

equal to q - )e(δ  .  

Therefore, (G)δq(G)Δq )e()e(   .   Hence, (G)δq(G)Δp(G)γ )e()e(eERT 
 . 

3.6 Theorem 

 For an intuitionistic fuzzy graph, 
1(G)Δ

(G)Δp
(G)γ

)e(

)e(

eERT










 

Proof 

 Let G be a fuzzy graph.  Let 
eERTγ  be an equitable regular total strong (weak) edge 

domination number of G. 
1(G)Δ

(G)Δp

)e(

)e(








be a fuzzy vertices but need not be a maximum of an 

equitable regular total strong (weak) edge domination number of G.  Hence, 

1(G)Δ

(G)Δp
(G)γ

)e(

)e(

eERT










. 

3.7 Theorem  

 Let G be an IFG.  In an IFG, 
2

)()(
)(

2

)()( )()()()( GGO
G

GGO ee

eERT

ee 








 

Proof 

Let G be an IFG.  )(GeERT
 be an equitable regular total semi - µ strong (weak) edge 

domination of an IFG.  )(GeERT
 be an equitable regular total semi - µ strong (weak) edge 

domination of an IFG but need not be a minimum of a 
2

)()( )()( GGO ee  
fuzzy cardinality of 

IFG.  
2

)()( )()( GGO ee  
 fuzzy cardinality is less than or equal to an equitable regular total semi 

- µ strong (weak) edge domination of an IFG.  That is, )(
2

)()( )()(
G

GGO
eERT

ee








.  
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2

)()( )()( GGO ee  
be a fuzzy vertices but need not be a minimum of an equitable regular total 

semi - µ strong (weak) edge domination of an IFG.  Then, an equitable regular total semi - µ 

strong (weak) edge domination of an IFG is less than or equal to a  
2

)()( )()( GGO ee  
fuzzy 

vertices.  That is, 
2

)()(
)(

)()( GGO
G

ee

eERT







 .   

Hence, 
2

)()(
)(

2

)()( )()()()( GGO
G

GGO ee

eERT

ee 








. 

3.8 Example 

 Let G be an IFG.  All the edges have (0.3,0.5) membership values. 

 

ERT {1,2,3,4,5,6,32,34,36,38,40,42}, ERTV  = 

{7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,26,27,28,29,30,31,33,35,37,39,41},  

,8.4)( GeERT
  p = 9.6, q = 16.8, W(G) = (3.6,6),O(G) = (7.2,12), S(G) = (12.6,21), 

15.3(G)δq,1.8(G)Δp )e()e(   8.7(G)δp,7.8(G)Δp )e()e(   , )5.1,9.0(   
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